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Abstract

A growing effort in NLP aims to build datasets001
of human explanations. However, the term ex-002
planation encompasses a broad range of no-003
tions, each with different properties and ramifi-004
cations. Our goal is to provide an overview of005
diverse types of explanations and human lim-006
itations, and discuss implications for collect-007
ing and using explanations in NLP. Inspired008
by prior work in psychology and cognitive sci-009
ences, we group existing human explanations010
in NLP into three categories: proximal mech-011
anism, evidence, and procedure. These three012
types differ in nature and have implications013
for the resultant explanations. For instance,014
procedure is not considered explanations in015
psychology and connects with a rich body of016
work on learning from instructions. The di-017
versity of explanations is further evidenced by018
proxy questions that are needed for annotators019
to interpret and answer open-ended why ques-020
tions. Finally, explanations may require differ-021
ent, often deeper, understandings than predic-022
tions, which casts doubt on whether humans023
can provide useful explanations in some tasks.024

1 Introduction025

With the growing interest in explainable NLP sys-026

tems, the NLP community have become increas-027

ingly interested in building datasets of human ex-028

planations. These human explanations are hypoth-029

esized to aid models with additional supervision,030

train models that explain their own predictions, and031

to evaluate machine-generated explanations (Wiegr-032

effe and Marasović, 2021). In fact, DeYoung et al.033

(2020) already developed a leaderboard, where the034

implicit assumption is that humans can provide035

valid explanations and these explanations can in036

turn be uniformly considered as groundtruths.037

However, we argue that the term “explanation”038

is overly vague and can refer to many distinct con-039

cepts and outcomes.1 For example, procedural in-040

1Broniatowski et al. (2021) further argues that interpreta-

structions are different from explanations that at- 041

tempt to convey causal mechanisms. The diversity 042

of explanations is further evidenced by the variety 043

of proxy questions that researchers ask to solicit ex- 044

planations, e.g., highlight the important words that 045

would tell someone to see the movie. These proxy 046

questions are necessary because the question of 047

“why is [input] assigned [label]” is too open-ended. 048

In addition to the nonuniformity, we highlight 049

two insights from psychology on whether humans 050

can provide valid explanations: 1) prediction does 051

not entail explanation (Wilson and Keil, 1998), i.e., 052

although humans may be able to provide valid la- 053

bels, they may not be able to provide explanations 054

in the same way; 2) everyday explanations are nec- 055

essarily incomplete (Keil, 2006; Lombrozo, 2006), 056

because they seldom capture the complete deduc- 057

tive processes from a set of axioms to a statement. 058

In summary, not all explanations are equal and 059

humans may not always be able to provide valid 060

explanations. We encourage the NLP community 061

to embrace the complex and intriguing phenomena 062

behind human explanations instead of simply view- 063

ing explanations as another set of uniform labels. 064

A better understanding and characterization of hu- 065

man explanations will inform how to collect and 066

use human explanations in NLP. 067

2 Types of Human Explanations in NLP 068

To understand the landscape of current human ex- 069

planantions in NLP, we adapt the categorization in 070

Lombrozo (2006) and define the following three 071

groups based on the conveyed information: 072

• Proximal mechanisms. This type of explana- 073

tions attempts to provide the mechanism behind 074

the predicted label, i.e., how to infer the label 075

from the text, and match efficient cause in Lom- 076

brozo (2006). We created E1 in Table 1 to il- 077

lustrate this definition. Note that E1 does not 078

tion and explainability are distinct concepts.
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Instance Label Explanation

Task: whether the query is supported or refuted by the preceding texts (Thorne et al., 2018)
S1: No Way Out is the debut studio album by American
hip hop recording artist , songwriter and record producer
Puff Daddy . S2: It was released on July 1 , 1997 , by
his Bad Boy record label . The label ’s official crediting
as “ The Family ” ...... Query: 1997 was the year No
Way Out was released.

Supports

Proximal mechanism (E1): “It” in S2 refers to “No
Way Out” and “on July 1, 1997” is the temporal modi-
fier of “release”, we can thus infer 1997 was the year
that No Way Out was released.

Evidence (E2): S1, S2
Task: whether person 1 is married to person 2 (Hancock et al., 2018)

Tom Brady and his wife Gisele Bündchen were spotted
in New York City on Monday amid rumors of Brady’s
alleged role in Deflategate

True Procedure (E3): “his wife” is right before person 2.

Table 1: Types of human explanations and corresponding examples. “S1:” and “S2:” were added to facilitate
writing the explanation, which also shows the non-triviality of writing explanations.

provide the complete mechanism. For instance,079

it neither defines what “year” is or that “1997” is080

a “year”, nor covers the axioms of logic. Indeed,081

human explanations are known to cover par-082

tial/proximal mechanisms rather than the com-083

plete deduction from natural laws and empirical084

conditions (Hempel and Oppenheim, 1948).085

• Evidence includes the relevant tokens in the in-086

put (e.g., E2 in Table 1) and directly maps to087

highlights in Wiegreffe and Marasović (2021).088

However, it does not map to any existing defini-089

tions of explanations in the psychology literature090

since the evidence does not provide any informa-091

tion on how evidence leads to the label.092

• Procedure. Unlike proximal mechanisms, these093

explanations provide step-by-step rules or pro-094

cedures that one can directly follow (e.g., the095

occurrence of “his wife” for the marriage rela-096

tion in E3 in Table 1). Furthermore, the proce-097

dures are grounded to the input, so it is related to098

formal cause, “the form or properties that make099

something what it is” (Lombrozo, 2006).100

Two other categories discussed in Lombrozo101

(2006) are final causes (the goal) and material102

causes (the constituting substance). For instance, a103

final cause to “why [input] is assigned [label]” can104

be that “this label is provided to train a classifier”.105

These two categories are less relevant for NLP.106

Implications. This categorization allows us to107

think about what kind of explanations are desired108

for NLP systems and help clarify how to use them109

appropriately. First, proximal mechanisms are best110

aligned with human intuitions of explanations, es-111

pecially hinting at causal mechanisms. However,112

they can be difficult to solicit for NLP tasks. For113

example, Table 2 shows example explanations in E-114

SNLI that fail to convey any proximal mechanisms:115

they either repeat the hypothesis or express invalid116

mechanisms (“the bike competition” does not entail117

P: Men in green hats appear to be attending a gay pride
festival. H: Men are attending a festival. E: The men are
attending the festival.

P: Several bikers on a stone road, with spectators watching.
H: The bikers are on a stone road. E: That there are
spectators watching the bikers on a stone road implies
there is a bike competition.

Table 2: Examples from E-SNLI (Camburu et al.,
2018). P: premise, H:: hypothesis, E: explanation.

“bikes on a stone road”). See further discussions on 118

the challenges in soliciting explanations in §4. 119

Second, evidence by definition provides little 120

information about the mechanisms behind a label, 121

but it can be potentially useful as additional super- 122

vision or groundtruths. We will further elaborate 123

on the nature of evidence in different tasks in §3. 124

Finally, procedures are essentially instructions, 125

and Keil (2006) explicitly distinguishes explana- 126

tions from simple procedural knowledge: “Know- 127

ing how to operate an automated teller machine 128

or make an international phone call might not en- 129

tail having any understanding of how either system 130

works”. Another reason to clarify the procedure 131

category is that it would be useful to engage with 132

a rich body of work on learning from instructions 133

when human explanations are procedural (Gold- 134

wasser and Roth, 2014; Matuszek et al., 2013). 135

We would like to emphasize that procedures or 136

instructions are powerful and can potentially bene- 137

fit many NLP problems (e.g., relation extraction). 138

At the same time, it is useful to point out that pro- 139

cedures are different from proximal mechanisms. 140

3 Proxy Questions Used to Solicit 141

Human Explanations 142

Although explanations are supposed to answer 143

“why is [input] assigned [label]” (Wiegreffe and 144

Marasović, 2021), this literal form is too open- 145

ended and may not induce “useful” human expla- 146
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Reference Task Questions

Evidence: single-text classification
Zaidan et al. (2007) Sentiment analysis To justify why a review is positive, highlight the most important words and phrases

that would tell someone to see the movie. To justify why a review is negative,
highlight words and phrases that would tell someone not to see the movie.

Sen et al. (2020) Sentiment analysis Label the sentiment and highlight ALL words that reflect this sentiment.
Carton et al. (2018) Personal attack de-

tection
Highlight sections of comments that they considered to constitute personal attacks.

Evidence: document-query classification
Lehman et al. (2019) Question answer-

ing
Generators were also asked to provide answers and accompanying rationales to the
prompts that they provided.

Thorne et al. (2018) Fact verification
(QA)

If I was given only the selected sentences, do I have strong reason to believe the
claim is true (supported) or stronger reason to believe the claim is false (refuted).

Khashabi et al. (2018) Question answer-
ing

Ask them (participants) for a correct answer and for the sentence indices required
to answer the question.

Table 3: Questions used to solicit human explanations. Refer to the appendix for the full annotation guidelines.

nations. As a result, proxy questions are often147

necessary for soliciting human explanations. These148

proxy questions further demonstrate the diversity149

of human explanations beyond the type of explana-150

tions. Here we discuss these proxy questions for151

collecting evidence. See the appendix for discus-152

sions on proximal mechanisms and procedures.153

To collect evidence (highlights), researchers154

adopt diverse questions for relatively simple single-155

text classification tasks (see Table 3). Consider156

the seemingly straightforward case of sentiment157

analysis, “why is the sentiment of a review posi-158

tive/negative”. A review can present both positive159

and negative sentiments, so the label often comes160

from one sentiment outweighing the other. How-161

ever, in practice, researchers ask annotators to iden-162

tify only words supporting the label. Critical word-163

ing differences remain in their questions: Zaidan164

et al. (2007) ask for the most important words and165

phrases that would tell someone to see the movie,166

while Sen et al. (2020) requires all words reflecting167

the sentiment. Two key differences arise: 1) “the168

most important” vs. “all”; 2) “telling someone to169

see the movie” vs. “reflecting the sentiment”.170

In contrast, personal attack detection poses a171

task where the negative class (“no personal attack”)172

by definition points to the lack of evidence in the173

text. It follows that the questions that researchers174

can ask almost exclusively apply to the positive175

class (i.e., “highlight sections of comments that176

they considered to constitute personal attacks”).177

In comparison, researchers approach evidence178

more uniformly for document-query classification179

tasks. They generally use similar proxy questions180

(e.g., Thorne et al. (2018) and Hanselowski et al.181

(2019) ask almost the same questions) and ask peo-182

ple to select sentences instead of words. That said,183

intriguing differences still exist: 1) Lehman et al.184

(2019) simply ask annotators to provide accompa- 185

nying rationales; 2) Thorne et al. (2018) aim for 186

strong reasons; 3) Khashabi et al. (2018) collect 187

questions, answer, and sentence indices at the same 188

time. It remains unclear how these differences in 189

annotation processes and question phrasings affect 190

the collected human explanations. 191

Implications. Our observation on proxy questions 192

aligns with dataset-specific designs discussed in 193

Wiegreffe and Marasović (2021). We emphasize 194

that these different forms of questions entail differ- 195

ent properties of the solicited human explanations, 196

evidenced by Carton et al. (2020). For example, the 197

lack of evidence in the negative class in personal 198

attack classification likely requires special strate- 199

gies in using human explanations to train a model 200

and evaluate machine rationales. Sentence-level 201

and token-level annotations also lead to substan- 202

tially different outcomes, at least in the forms of 203

explanations. We believe that it is important for the 204

NLP community to investigate the effect of proxy 205

questions and use the solicited explanations with 206

care, rather than lumping all datasets under the 207

umbrella of explanations. We also recommend all 208

researchers to provide detailed annotation guide- 209

lines used to solicit human explanations. 210

4 Can Humans Provide Explanations? 211

Finally, we discuss challenges for humans to pro- 212

vide valid explanations for a correct label. 213

Explanation and prediction. We situate our dis- 214

cussion in the psychological framework provided 215

by Wilson and Keil (1998). They discuss where ex- 216

planation falls in three central notions: prediction, 217

understanding, and theories. They argue that these 218

three notions “form a progression of increasing 219

sophistication and depth with explanations falling 220

between understanding and theories”. For instance, 221
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we may be able to predict that a car will start when222

we turn the ignition switch, but few of us are able to223

explain in detail why this is so. In contrast, if a per-224

son is able to explain in detail why a car starts when225

you turn on the ignition switch, they can likely pre-226

dict what will happen if various parts of the engine227

are damaged or removed. Therefore, being able to228

predict does not entail being able to explain.229

Emulation vs. discovery. The first challenge for230

humans in providing useful explanations lies in231

whether humans can predict, i.e., assign the cor-232

rect label. We highlight two types of tasks for233

AI: emulation vs. discovery (Lai et al., 2020). In234

emulation tasks, models are trained to emulate hu-235

man intelligence and labels are often crowdsourced.236

Labels, however, can also derive from external (so-237

cial/biological) processes, e.g., the popularity of a238

tweet and the effect of a medical treatment. Mod-239

els can thus discover patterns that humans may240

not recognize in these discovery tasks. While most241

NLP tasks such as NLI and QA are emulation tasks,242

many NLP problems, especially when concerned243

with social interaction, are discovery tasks, rang-244

ing from identifying memorable movie quotes to245

predicting the popularity of messages (Danescu-246

Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2012; Tan et al., 2014).247

This could be why most datasets of human ex-248

planations in NLP assume that humans are able249

to predict and are on emulation tasks. However,250

we note exceptions such as explanations of gaming251

actions (Ehsan et al., 2019), where humans may252

choose sub-optimal actions (labels).253

Inability of providing valid explanations. Even254

conditioned on that humans can predict the label,255

humans may not be able to provide valid expla-256

nations because explanations requires more depth257

than prediction. For instance, we may possess some258

notions of common sense (e.g., one should not slap259

a stranger), but it is unclear whether we can explain260

common sense in detail (e.g., why one should not261

slap a stranger through theory of morality), similar262

to the car ignition example. One may argue that the-263

ory of morality may not be what NLP researchers264

seek, but it is critical to consider the desiderata of265

human explanations, with the limits in mind.266

Furthermore, explanations often require people267

to report their subjective mental processes, i.e.,268

how our minds arrive at a particular judgement,269

rather than following objective consensual guide-270

lines such as annotating logical entailment. How-271

ever, classic work by Nisbett and Wilson (1977)272

suggest that our verbal reports on our mental pro- 273

cesses can be highly inaccurate. For instance, in 274

admission decisions, legitimate information can be 275

used to justify preferences based on illegitimate 276

factors such as race (Norton et al., 2006). Many 277

studies on implicit bias also suggests that we are 278

not aware of our biases and thus cannot include 279

them in our explanations (Greenwald et al., 1998). 280

The necessity of incomplete explanations. Fi- 281

nally, there are indeed cases where we believe that 282

humans can provide valid mechanisms. For in- 283

stance, some question answering tasks boil down 284

to logical inference from evidence to query. In 285

these cases, we need to recognize that human ex- 286

planations are necessarily incomplete: we do not 287

start from a set of axioms and present all the deduc- 288

tive steps (Keil, 2006; Lombrozo, 2006). Therefore, 289

even for simple tasks such as natural language in- 290

ference, we may simply give explanations such as 291

repeating the hypothesis without presenting any 292

axiom or deduction required to infer the label. 293

Implications. We cannot assume that humans are 294

capable of providing useful explanations that con- 295

tain valuable proximal mechanisms. The very 296

fact that humans can still provide explanations 297

for wrong labels and tasks where they do not per- 298

form well suggests that one should be skeptical 299

about whether human explanations can be used to 300

train models as additional supervision or evaluate 301

machine-generated explanations as groundtruths. 302

Note that incomplete explanations can still be 303

very useful for NLP. We believe that recognizing 304

and characterizing this incompleteness (e.g., which 305

proximal mechanism is more salient to humans) 306

is critical for understanding and leveraging human 307

explanations for the intended goals in NLP. 308

5 Conclusion 309

Explanations represent a fascinating phenomenon 310

and are actively studied in psychology, cognitive 311

science, and other social sciences. While the grow- 312

ing interest in explanations from the NLP com- 313

munity is exciting, we encourage the community 314

to view this as an opportunity to understand how 315

humans approach explanations and contribute to 316

understanding and exploring the explanation pro- 317

cesses. This will in turn inform how to collect 318

and use human explanations in NLP. A modest 319

proposal is that it is useful to examine and charac- 320

terize human explanations before assuming that all 321

explanations are equal and chasing a leaderboard. 322
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Mechanisms and Procedure 596

Proximal mechanisms. In soliciting proximal 597

mechanisms, studies are more likely to ask explic- 598

itly versions of “why is [input] assigned [label]”, 599

compared to the case of evidence. However, they 600

often need to provide structured guidelines. For 601

example, Camburu et al. (2018) and Rajani et al. 602

(2019) discussed the need to enforce word over- 603

lap as a way to improve the quality of human ra- 604

tionales. The specific requirements are quite dif- 605

ferent (see Table 6 and Table 7). There are also 606

specific formulations of explanations, e.g., “What 607

aspect/stereotype/characteristic of this group (often 608

un-fairly assumed) is referenced or implied by this 609

post?” in Sap et al. (2020). Finally, it is common 610

that we cannot infer the exact questions asked (8/18 611

papers that collect explanations in free text). 612

Procedures. We cannot identify the exact ques- 613

tions in three of five papers for explicitly step-by- 614

step procedures, which reflects the importance of 615

reporting detailed annotation guidelines. As re- 616

searchers solicit step-by-step guidelines, Ye et al. 617

(2020) and Geva et al. (2021) adopt very different 618

decomposition for their problems (see Table 12). 619

B Detailed Proxy Questions 620

Table 4-12 show the instructions we find in prior 621

work that detail the proxy questions. Camburu et al. 622

(2018) and Rajani et al. (2019) solicit both evi- 623

dence and proximal mechanism. We include them 624

in the tables for proximal mechanisms. Also, for 625

question answering tasks, the difference between 626

procedure and proximal mechanism can be subtle. 627

We consider the solicited explanations procedure if 628

they aim to explicitly provide step-by-step guides 629

directly grounded in the input. 630
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Reference Task Questions and guidelines

Zaidan et al. (2007) sentiment anal-
ysis

Each review was intended to give either a positive or a negative
overall recommendation. You will be asked to justify why
a review is positive or negative. To justify why a review is
positive, highlight the most important words and phrases
that would tell someone to see the movie. To justify why a
review is negative, highlight words and phrases that would
tell someone not to see the movie. These words and phrases
are called rationales.
You can highlight the rationales as you notice them, which
should result in several rationales per review. Do your best to
mark enough rationales to provide convincing support for the
class of interest.
You do not need to go out of your way to mark everything.
You are probably doing too much work if you find yourself go-
ing back to a paragraph to look for even more rationales in it.
Furthermore, it is perfectly acceptable to skim through sections
that you feel would not contain many rationales, such as a re-
viewer’s plot summary, even if that might cause you to miss a
rationale here and there.

Sen et al. (2020) sentiment anal-
ysis

1. Read the review and decide the sentiment of this review
(positive or negative). Mark your selection.
2. Highlight ALL words that reflect this sentiment. Click on a
word to highlight it. Click again to undo.
3. If multiple words refect this sentiment, please highlight them
all.

Carton et al. (2018) Personal attack
detection

40 undergraduate students used Brat (Stenetorp et al., 2012) to
highlight sections of comments that they considered to consti-
tute personal attacks.

Lehman et al. (2019) Question
answering

Prompt Generation: Question answering & Prompt creators
were instructed to identify a snippet, in a given full-text article,
that reports a relationship between an intervention, comparator,
and outcome. Generators were also asked to provide answers
and accompanying rationales to the prompts that they provided;
such supporting evidence is important for this task and domain.
The annotator was also asked to mark a snippet of text sup-
porting their response. Annotators also had the option to mark
prompts as invalid, e.g., if the prompt did not seem answerable
on the basis of the article.

Thorne et al. (2018) fact verification
(QA)

If I was given only the selected sentences, do I have strong
reason to believe the claim is true (supported) or stronger reason
to believe the claim is false (refuted). If I’m not certain, what
additional information (dictionary) do I have to add to reach
this conclusion.
In the annotation interface, all sentences from the introductory
section of the page for the main entity of the claim and of
every linked entity in those sentences were provided as a default
source of evidence (left-hand side in Fig. 2).
We did not set a hard time limit for the task, but the annotators
were advised not to spend more than 2-3 minutes per claim.

Table 4: Questions that prior work uses to solicit human explanations (evidence).
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Reference Task Questions and guidelines

Khashabi et al. (2018) Question
answering

We show each paragraph to 5 turkers and ask them to write 3-5
questions such that: (1) the question is answerable from the pas-
sage, and (2) only those questions are allowed whose answer
cannot be determined from a single sentence. We clarify this
point by providing example paragraphs and questions. In order
to encourage turkers to write meaningful questions that fit our
criteria, we additionally ask them for a correct answer and for
the sentence indices required to answer the question.

Yang et al. (2018) Question
answering

Workers provide the supporting facts
(cannot infer the exact question)

Hanselowski et al. (2019) Fact verifica-
tion

Stance annotation. We asked crowd workers on Amazon Me-
chanical Turk to annotate whether an ETS (evidence text snip-
pets) agrees with the claim, refutes it, or has no stance towards
the claim. An ETS was only con- sidered to express a stance if
it explicitly referred to the claim and either expressed support
for it or refuted it. In all other cases, the ETS was consid- ered
as having no stance.
FGE annotation. We filtered out ETSs with no stance, as they do
not contain supporting or refut- ing FGE. If an ETS was anno-
tated as supporting the claim, the crowd workers selected only
sup- porting sentences; if the ETS was annotated as refuting the
claim, only refuting sentences were selected.

Kwiatkowski et al. (2019) Question
answering

Long Answer Identification: For good ques- tions only, annota-
tors select the earliest HTML bounding box containing enough
information for a reader to completely infer the answer to the
ques- tion. Bounding boxes can be paragraphs, tables, list items,
or whole lists. Alternatively, annotators mark “no answer” if
the page does not answer the question, or if the information
is present but not contained in a single one of the allowed ele-
ments.

Wadden et al. (2020) Fact verifica-
tion

An evidence set is a collection of sentences from the abstract
that provide support or contradiction for the given claim. To
decide whether a collection of sentences is an evidence set,
ask yourself, “If I were shown only these sentences, could I
reasonably conclude that the claim is true (or false)”? 1) Evi-
dence sets should be minimal. If you can remove a sentence
from the evidence set and the remaining sentences are suffi-
cient for support / contradiction, you should remove it. 2)
There may be multiple evidence sets in a given abstract. See
more at https://scifact.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/

doc/evidence-annotation-instructions.pdf

Kutlu et al. (2020) relevance
assessment

Please copy and paste text 2-3 sentences from the webpage
which you believe support your decision. For instance, if you
selected Highly Relevant, paste some text that you feel clearly
satisfies the given query. If you selected Definitely not relevant,
copy and paste some text that shows that the page has nothing
to do with the query. If there is no text on the page or images
led you to your decision, please type “The text did not help me
with my decision”.

Table 5: Questions that prior work uses to solicit human explanations (evidence).
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Reference Task Questions and guidelines

Jansen et al. (2016) science QA For each question, we create gold explanations that describe
the inference needed to arrive at the correct answer. Our goal
is to derive an explanation corpus that is grounded in grade-
appropriate resources. Accordingly, we use two elementary
study guides, a science dictionary for elementary students, and
the Simple English Wiktionary as relevant corpora. For each
question, we retrieve relevant sentences from these corpora and
use them directly, or use small variations when necessary. If
relevant sentences were not located, then these were constructed
using simple, straightforward, and grade-level appropriate lan-
guage. Approximately 18% of questions required specialized
domain knowledge (e.g. spatial, mathematical, or other abstract
forms) that did not easily lend itself to simple verbal description,
which we removed from consideration. This resulted in a total
of 363 gold explanations.

Rajani et al. (2019) Question
answering

Turkers are prompted with the following question: “Why is
the predicted output the most appropriate answer?” Annotators
were in- structed to highlight relevant words in the question that
justifies the ground-truth answer choice and to provide a brief
open-ended explanation based on the highlighted justification
could serve as the commonsense reasoning behind the question.
Annotators cannot move forward if they do not highlight any
relevant words in the question or if the length of explanations is
less than 4 words. We also check that the explanation is not a
sub- string of the question or the answer choices with- out any
other extra words. We collect these ex- planations from only one
annotator per example, so we also perform some post-collection
checks to catch examples that are not caught by our previ- ous
filters. We filter out explanations that could be classified as a
template. For example, explanations of the form “<answer> is
the only option that is [correct—obvious]” are deleted and then
reannotated.

Sap et al. (2020) social bias What aspect/stereotype/characteristic of this group (often un-
fairly assumed) is referenced or implied by this post? — Use
simple phrases and do not copy paste from the post.

Table 6: Questions that prior work uses to solicit human explanations for proximal mechanisms (in free text).
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Reference Task Questions and guidelines

Camburu et al. (2018) Natual lan-
guage inference

We encouraged the annotators to focus on the non-obvious
elements that induce the given relation, and not on the parts
of the premise that are repeated identically in the hypothesis.
For entailment, we required justifications of all the parts of the
hypothesis that do not appear in the premise. For neutral and
contradictory pairs, while we encouraged stating all the ele-
ments that contribute to the relation, we consider an explanation
correct, if at least one element is stated. Finally, we asked the
annotators to provide self-contained explanations, as opposed to
sentences that would make sense only after reading the premise
and hypothesis.
We did in-browser checks to ensure that each explanation con-
tained at least three tokens and that it was not a copy of the
premise or hypothesis. We further guided the annotators to pro-
vide adequate answers by asking them to proceed in two steps.
First, we require them to highlight words from the premise
and/or hypothesis that they consider essential for the given
relation. Secondly, annotators had to formulate the explana-
tion using the words that they highlighted. However, using
exact spelling might push annotators to formulate grammati-
cally incorrect sentences, therefore we only required half of
the highlighted words to be used with the same spelling. For
entailment pairs, we required at least one word in the premise to
be highlighted. For contradiction pairs, we required highlight-
ing at least one word in both the premise and the hypothesis.
For neutral pairs, we only allowed highlighting words in the
hypothesis, in order to strongly emphasize the asymmetry in
this relation and to prevent workers from confusing the premise
with the hypothesis. We believe these label-specific constraints
helped in putting the annotator into the correct mindset, and
additionally gave us a means to filter incorrect explanations.
Finally, we also checked that the annotators used other words
that were not highlighted, as we believe a correct explanation
would need to articulate a link between the keywords.

Do et al. (2020) visual NLI similar to Camburu et al. (2018)
Kim et al. (2018) self-driving

cars
We provide a driving video and ask a human annotator in Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk to imagine herself being a driving instruc-
tor. Note that we specifically select human annotators who are
familiar with US driving rules. The annotator has to describe
what the driver is doing (especially when the behavior changes)
and why, from a point of view of a driving instructor. Each
described action has to be accompanied with a start and end
time-stamp. The annotator may stop the video, forward and
backward through it while searching for the activities that are
interesting and justifiable.

Table 7: Questions that prior work uses to solicit human explanations for proximal mechanisms (in free text).
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Reference Task Questions and guidelines

Zhang et al. (2020) coreference res-
olution

Given a context and a pronoun reference relationship, write
how you would decide the selected candidate is more likely
to be referred than the other candidate using natural language.
Don’t try to be overly formal, simply write what you think.
In the first phase, we ask annotators to provide reasons for all
WSC questions. Detailed instructions are provided such that
annotators can fully understand the task1. As each question
may have multiple plausible reasons, for each question, we
invite five annotators to provide reasons based on their own
judgments. A screenshot of the survey is shown in Figure 3.
As a result, we collect 1,365 reasons. As the quality of some
given reasons might not be satisfying, we introduce the second
round annotation to evaluate the quality of collected reasons. In
the second phase, for each reason, we invite five annotators to
verify whether they think the reason is reasonable or not2. If
at least four annotators think the reason is plausible, we will
accept that reason. As a result, we identify 992 valid reasons.

Lei et al. (2020) future event pre-
diction

we also require them to provide a rationale as to why it is more
or less likely

Da et al. (2020) harm of manip-
ulated images

For each question we require annotators to provide both an
answer to the question and a rationale (e.g. the physical change
in the image edit that alludes to their answer). This is critical,
as the rationales prevent models from guessing a response such
as “would be harmful” without providing the proper reasoning
for their response. We ask annotators to explicitly separate the
rationale from the response by using the word “because” or
“since” (however, we find that the vast majority of annotators
naturally do this, without being explicitly prompted).

Ehsan et al. (2019) gaming “Please explain your action”. During this time, the player’s
microphone automatically turns on and the player is asked to
explain their most recent action while a speech-to-text library
automatically transcribes the explanation real-time.

Table 8: Questions that prior work uses to solicit human explanations for proximal mechanisms (in free text).
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Reference Task Questions and guidelines

Ling et al. (2017) algebraic prob-
lems

cannot infer the exact question

Alhindi et al. (2018) fact verification we cannot infer the exact question automatically extracting for
each claim the justification that humans have provided in the
fact-checking article associated with the claim. Most of the
articles end with a summary that has a headline “our ruling” or
“summing up”

Kotonya and Toni (2020) fact verification automatically scraped from the website,
we cannot infer the exact question

Wang et al. (2020) sentiment anal-
ysis & relation
extraction

Turkers are prompted with a list of selected predicates
(see Appendix) and several examples of NL explanations.
We cannot infer the exact question

Brahman et al. (2020) natural lan-
guage inference

automatically generated. We cannot infer the exact question

Li et al. (2018) visual QA automatically generated, We cannot infer the exact question
Park et al. (2018) visual QA During data annotation, we ask the annotators to complete

the sentence “I can tell the person is doing (action) because..”
where the action is the ground truth activity label. However,
We cannot infer the exact question in VQA-X.

Rajani et al. (2020) physics reason-
ing

We cannot infer the exact question

Table 9: Questions that prior work uses to solicit human explanations for proximal mechanisms (in free text).
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Reference Task Questions and guidelines

Jansen et al. (2018) science QA Specific interfaces were designed. For a given question, an-
notators identified the central concept the question was test-
ing, as well as the inference required to correctly answer the
question, then began progressively constructing the explana-
tion graph. Sentences in the graph were added by querying
the tablestore based on key- words, which retrieved both single
sentences/table rows, as well as entire explanations that had
been previously annotated. If any knowledge required to build
an explanation did not exist in the table store, this was added to
an appropriate table, then added to the explanation.

Xie et al. (2020) science QA similar to Jansen et al. (2018)
Khot et al. (2020) question an-

swering
The HIT here is to write a test question that requires CHAIN-
ING two facts (a science fact and some other fact) to be com-
bined.

Jhamtani and Clark (2020) question an-
swering

We then use (Amazon Turk) crowdworkers to annotate each
chain. Workers were shown the question, correct answer, and
reasoning chain. They were then asked if fact 1 and fact 2
together were a reasonable chain of reasoning for the answer,
and to promote thought were offered several categories of “no”
answer: fact 1 alone, or fact 2 alone, or either alone, justified the
answer; or the answer was not justified; or the question/answer
did not make sense. (Detailed instructions in the appendix)

Inoue et al. (2020) question an-
swering

1. Read a given question and related articles. 2. Answer to
the question solely based on the information from each article.
3. Describe your reasoning on how to reach the answer. Each
reasoning step needs to be in a simple subject-verb-object form
(see example below). Your reasoning must include sentences
containing your answer.

Table 10: Questions that prior work uses to solicit human explanations in proximal mechanisms (in structured
explanations).

Reference Task Questions and guidelines

Srivastava et al. (2017) concept learn-
ing

The screenshot includes both “explanations” and “instructions”,
however, we cannot infer the exact question

Hancock et al. (2018) relation extrac-
tion

we cannot infer the exact question

Table 11: Questions that prior work uses to solicit human explanations for procedure (in free text).
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Reference Task Questions and guidelines

Lamm et al. (2020) question an-
swering

referential equality, we cannot infer the exact question

Ye et al. (2020) question an-
swering

Please read carefully to get accepted! (1) You’re not required
to answer the question. The answer is already provided and
marked in red. Read examples below carefully to learn about
what we want! (2) Identify important short phrases that appear
both in the question and in the context. Important: The two
appearances of the phrase should be exactly the same (trivial
differences like plural form or past tense are still acceptable).
Important: Write sentences like Y is ”Switzerland”. Make sure
there is no typo in what you quote. (3) Explain how you locate
the answer with the phrases you marked; Only use the suggested
expressions in the table in the bottom.

Geva et al. (2021) question an-
swering

1) Creative question writing: Given a term (e.g., silk), a descrip-
tion of the term, and an expected answer (yes or no), the task is
to write a strategy question about the term with the expected an-
swer, and the facts required to answer the question. 2) Strategy
question decomposition: Given a strategy question, a yes/no
answer, and a set of facts, the task is to write the steps needed to
answer the question. 3) Evidence matching: Given a question
and its de- composition (a list of single-step questions), the task
is to find evidence paragraphs on Wikipedia for each retrieval
step. Operation steps that do not require retrieval are marked as
operation.

Table 12: Questions that prior work uses to solicit human explanations for procedure (in structured explanations).
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